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Advisory To Shipping No. A-13-2024 
 
 
May 7, 2024 

TO:  All Shipping Agents, Owners, and Operators 

SUBJECT: Transit Date Advancement Fee for all Market Segments 
 
The Panama Canal regulations establish that a booked vessel may transit prior to its reserved transit date, 
if the transit date advancement has been approved by the ACP, or if the ACP determines that assigning 
the transit date advancement promotes operational efficiency.     
 
Effective immediately, the ACP may offer a transit date advancement of two days or more to booked 
vessels from all market segments and vessel categories (Neopanamax, Super or Regular) based on 
booking date, Panama Canal ETA/arrival, vessel mix, Canal capacity and other operational factors.   Once 
accepted by the vessel and the service is offered, the corresponding transit date advancement fee will be 
applied as per Official Maritime Tariff.  The transit advancement will still maintain the 14-day limitation 
between the booked date and transit date. 
 
In the event the vessel with a transit date advancement approved by the ACP cancels, is unable to initiate 
or complete its transit due to any reason attributable to the vessel, changes its booking date to a later 
date or to a date prior to the transit advancement date, the transit date advancement fee will be applied 
according to the established tariff.  If the booked vessel with a transit date advancement approved by the 
ACP swaps booking with another vessel, the transit date advancement will be transferred to the other 
vessel involved in the swap.    
 
Booked full container vessels may request a transit date advancement two days or more prior to the 
intended transit date.  This request shall be submitted between 0700 hours and 1000 hours, between 10 
and 2 days prior to the requested transit date.  Requests submitted after 1000 or before 0700 hours will 
not be accepted nor processed.   Full container vessels with an approved transit date advancement 
request shall have priority over a vessel that was offered a transit date advancement when scheduling the 
transit advancement.   
 
All booked full container vessels transit date advancement requests received between 0700 and 1000 
hours will be considered as received at the same time. When two or more requests are received on the 
same day for the same transit date, or to determine which vessel the transit date advancement will be 
offered to, the assignment of the slot will be based on the following order: 

• Vessel with the earliest booking date 
• Vessel having a port call at any terminal in Canal waters or adjacent to them prior to transit.  
• Vessel having a port call at any terminal in Canal waters or adjacent to them after transit. 
• Vessel with the earliest ETA/arrival  
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Whenever there is more than one vessel with a transit date advancement request approved for the same 
date and if for any reason the ACP is not able to provide the service to all vessels, the order to determine 
the vessel(s) that will maintain the transit date advancement will be the same order used to assign the 
transit date advancement slot.  The same condition will apply whenever two or more vessels accept a 
transit date advancement offer.  

 
ORIGINAL SIGNED 
 
Boris Moreno Vásquez 
Vice President for Operations 
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